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ABSTRACT
Striictiiral development of the Altiplano during the past 10 m.y. involved crustal thickening and enhanced curvature of the central Andes. Oroclinal bending of 30" explains
reasonably the pattern ofvertical-axis rotations observed from units with ages 10 to 30 Ma.
New paleomagnetic data from Late Cretaceous through Paleocene strata of southeastern
Peru and the Eastern Cordillera of Bolivia document rotations that are also counterclockwise on the north limb of the orocline and clockwise on the south limb. However, the
rotations of units with ages 30 to 70 Ma are more variable; nearby areas have undergone
differential vertical-axis rotations of up to 60". These larger rotations that have affected
30-70 Ma units in the central Andes may represent (1)local rotations during late Oligocene to present orogeny, ( 2 ) local rotations during Eocene orogeny, and/or (3) oroclinal
bending during Eocene orogeny.
INTRODUCTION
The development of the Altiplano continental plateau occurred predominantly during the past 10 m.y. through major crustal
shortening and thickening of the central
Andes region. In addition, oroclinal bending
has enhanced the curvature of both the
coastline and the Andes. More generally,
the central Andes (10"-27"S), as expressed
topographically by the broad areas of high
elevation, geologically by the eastward-verging fold and thrust belt along the east part of
the range, and by the thickened crust, are
primarily the result of late Oligocene to
present orogeny (Jordan et al., 19S3; Jordan
and Alonso, 19S7; Sempere et al., 1990;
Richards, 1995). The broad area of high elevation in the Altiplano and Eastern Cordillera suggests that shortening was greatest
through central Bolivia, where the Andes
are at their widest, with a decrease in the
amount of shortening along the Andean
strike both to the north and south (Isacks,
19SS). Total shortening of the crustal section from the trench to the limit of the fold
and thrust belt is estimated to be 2320 km
(Schmitz, 1994). A result of along-strike
variation in shortening is oroclinal bending
of the Ancles (Isacks, 19SS). We use orocline
in the sense of Marshak (19S5), where lhe
strikes of segments of the mountain belt
have changed through its development. In
the terminology of Marshak (19SS), the central Andes display an antitaxial bend. Paleomagnetic declination data can discern vertical-axis rotations, and regional coverage
niay distinguish if the process that caused
the rotation was oroclinal bending or local
structural effects (Bachtadse and Van der
Voo, 1956; Eldredge et al., 1985; Schwartz
and Van der Voo, 1953).

Heki et al. (1983) and Kono et al. (19%)
provided the first paleomagnetic data indicating that counterclockwise vertical-axis
rotation has affected central and southern
Peru, and they suggested that oroclinal
bending may have produced these rotations.
May and Butler (19S5) observed counterclockwise rotations in coastal areas of central Peru and suggested that crustal shortening and thickening in the central Andes
was responsible. Recent analyses of the
growing paleomagnetic data base from western South America indicate that in situ
block rotations of the continental margin
along with oroclinal bending are required to
explain the pattern of vertical-axis rotations
(Hartley et al., 1992; Roperch and Carlier,
1992; Beck et al., 1994). The paleomagnetic

data of MacFadden et al. (1990) and those
reported here provide determinations of
vertical-ais rotations in the Altiplano of
Peru and Eastern Cordillera of Bolivia.
These data demonstrate that rotations are
not simply restricted to continental margin
areas of Chile and Peru, but involve inboard
regions of the central Andes as well.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
AND DATA
We collected paleomagnetic samples for
magnetostratigraphic analysis from the
Maastrichtian to early Paleocene EI Molino
Formation at La Paka (lat 19.53"S, 1o11g
294.17"E); this 4SO m section is a homoclinally tilted succession in the southeast edge
of the Miraflores syncline. The Paleocene
Santa Lucia Formation was collected at Tiupampa (lS.O"S, 294.5"E) and at Sucusuma
(lS.OS"S,294.25"E), where sections of the
formation are -100 m thick. A stratigraphic
succession -400 m thick was collected for
magnetostratigraphic analysis of the Maastrichtian and/or Paleocene Umayo Formation at Laguna Umayo (15.75"S, 2SY.SYE)
near the northwest edge of Lake Titicaca in
southeastern Peru. These sample locations
are shown in Figure 1. Paleomagnetic saniples were collected from each of 150 sedimentary horizons (= paleomagnetic sites)

Figure 1. Structural sketch map
of Neogene central Andes (simplified after Sempere, 1995) and
localities mentioned in text. Diagonal rule = western Andean
belt. Spanish abbreviations for
faults: CANP = Main Andean
thrust, CALP = Main Altiplano
t h r u s t , CFP = Main pronta1
thrust, FAT = Aiquile-Tupiza
fault, S F K = Khenayani fault s y s t e m . Stipple = KhenayaniTuruchipa paleostructural corridor. Sampling locations: LU =
Laguna Umayo; S u = Sucusuma;
T = Tiupampa; IP = La Palca. Insert s h o w s location of map (box)
within S o u t h America.
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McElhinny, 1990). Mean directions were
computed for each of the four localities by
using standard statistics (Fisher, 1953) applied to the site-mean directions and inverting the directions from normal polarity sites.
These site-mean paleomagnetic directions
are illustrated in Figure 2 and summarized
in Table 1.

E

E

Figure 2. Equal-area projection of site-mean ChRM directions from (A) La P a k a , (6)Sucusuma,
(ClTiupampa, and (D) Laguna Umayo used for tectonic analysis. Solid circles indicate directions in lower hemisphere of projection, and open circles indicate directions in upper hemis'phere. Larger circles a r e mean directions of normal and reversed polarity groups of site-mean
directions with surrounding 95% confidence limits indicated by stippled areas.

distributed among these four stratigraphic
sections. Samples were collected from the
finer-grained layers and are dominantly reddish claystones and siltstones.
Following sample preparation, all paleomagnetic specimens were stored, measured,
and demagnetized in a magnetically
shielded rooni with average field intensity
<ZOO nT (nannotesla). All measurements of
natural remanent magnetization (NRM)
were done by using a two-axis cryogenic
magnetometer (ScT C-102). Progressive
thermal demagnetization employed from 5
to >16 temperature steps up to 650 "C. The
magnetic field inside the thermal demagnetization furnace was <10 nT. Results of
thermal demagnetization were analyzed by
principal component analysis (Kirsclivink,
1980). Magnetostratigraphic results and attendant geochronologic analyses will be presented elsewhere.
Because the original magnetostratigrapllic objectives required that
be distributed stratigraphically, only three Samples were coIJected from most of the
paleomagnetic sites. Accordingly, stringent
selection criteria have been applied before
site-mean directions are accepted for the
following tectonic analysis. Only characteristic colnponents of NRM (ChRM) determined by results of 24 successive ther,nal
demagnetizatioli steps and with maximuln
angular deviation (MAD) 515" are considered reliable. F~~
of samples
mectirig this criterion, results from 2 6 ¿her-

suo

mal demagnetization temperatures usually
yield line fits with MAD 510" and often
yield MAD 5.5".Only site-mean directions
with 95% confidence limit (u,,), 520" are
admitted for tectonic analysis. Paleomagnetic data from 13 sites at Laguna Umayo,
15 sites at La Paka, 8 sites at Sucusuma, and
7 sites at Tiupampa pass these criteria. Both
nomial and reversed polarity groups of sitemean ChRM directions are available from
La Paka, and these directions yield a positive reversal test (class C of McFadden and

VERTICAL-AXIS ROTATIONS
Uncertainties in the South American reference paleomagnetic poles have produced
dificulties in paleomagnetic analyses of regional tectonics (Beck, 19SS). MacedoSánchez et al. (1992) have specifically discussed problems with South American
Cenozoic reference Paleomagnetic poles.
We agree with their conclusion that ''spithetic" Cenozoic reference poles rotated
into South American coordinates provide
better reference poIes than those available
from paleomagnetic studies of Cenozoic
units from South America. For this analysis
we have used the South American reference
poles (with ages greater than 20 Ma) deterInined by RopercI1 and Carlier (1992), who
rotated the syntheticapparent polar wander
path of Besse and Courtillot (1991) into the
South American framework. The analyses
of vertical-axis rotation (R k AR) employed
the techniques of Beck (19SO) and Demarest (1953). The results presented here
greatly expand the available paleomagnetic
data from Bolivia (Table 1).
Vertical-axis rotations inferred from paleomagnetic declinations are illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4. Paleomagnetic results from
units in the 10 to 30 Ma age range show a
pattern of vertical-axis rotations consistent
with simple oroclinal bending as the major
cause (Figs. 3 and 4A). North of the orocli-

TABLE I. VERTICAL-AXIS ROTATIONS INDICATED
FROXI PALEOMAGNI;?'IC
Site location Observed direction

Ilcxk unit

Age
(hla)

N Lat Loris

Oligocene and Younger Units
Otros d>'kes
-10 32
Quebrada Honda 11-12 79
Salla
21-24 53
l'aciencia Group 21-27 9
Calipuy Group
I53 9

(OS) ('E)
13.5
22.0
17.2
22.8
11.5

286.0

294.6
292.3
291.6
283.5

I

D

(O)

(Of

32.1
30.7
37.4
27.0
29.0

Eocene. Paleocene. and Late Cretaceous Units
PurilactisGroup 43-64 15 22.6 291.7 36.0
7 18.0 291.5 38.1
Tiupampa
jsdo
h g u n a timayo
13 15.8 2 ~ 3 . 9 24.0
-60
S~~cusuma
59-61 8 18.1 254.3 473
La Paka
60-71 18 19.5 291.2 42.1

a95
(O)

Reference pole
Lat L o n g Ag5
("S)
("El (")

165.2 5.2 86.9
197.8 3.9 86.9
173.4 5.4 80.5
2W.O 13.5 80.5
163.5 8.6 80.5

Rotation
R & AI?
(O)

(O)

Ref.

3.0 -14.1 i 5.5
3.0 19.0 % 4.9
2S7.3 2.7 -57 -L 6.0
287.3 2.7 208 12.4
257.3 2.7 -15.8
82

*
*

3
4

44.5 5 9.7
* 8.9
= 3.8
* 6.7
(5.0

3
5
5
5
5

273.5

I

273.5

2

8.9 78.9 307.0
167.2 7.9 80.5 310.7
139.2 10.4 80.5 340.7
144.6 1.7 80.5 340.7
212.9 4.3 80.5 340.7
221.0

m-rA

43

4.2 -53
5.2 -32.9
4.2 -27.8
1.2 40.6 5

2

Note: N = number of paleomagnetic sites: La1 = latitude: Long = longitude: I , D , ag5 = inclination.
declination. 95% confidence limit of mean direction. respectively; AgS = 9 5 8 confidence limit of
reference pole: R = vertical-axis rotation of observed direction compared to expected d ~ r c c t ~ o AR
n: =
95%confidencc limits on R: Ref. = reference number; I = Heki et al. (1983): 2 = LlacFaddcn et al.
(1g90):3 = I-(adcy et al. (1992): 1 = Xiacedo-Sánchcz et al. (1992): 5 = this paper. The Miocene
reference pole is the North American kliocene pole (87.3'N. 129.7"E.A,, = 3.0'; H a y t r u m et al..
1987) romcd into South American coordinates by clockwise roution of 1.SG" about an EUlcr pole al
1 1 37"N. 53.0S"E.
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na1 axis at -lSoS, these units indicate counterclockwise vertical-axis rotations of -E",
whereas south of the oroclinal axis, slightly
larger clockwise rotations of -20" are indicated. Isacks (19x8) preferred a model of
oroclinal tectonics with decidedly asymmetric rotations (Fig. 3A). Admitting the scarcity of data, analysis of 10-30 Ma age units
suggests that oroclinal bending may have
been approximately symmetric; within confidence limits, these results can be explained
by 15" couiiterclockwise rotation north of
the orocline axis and 15" clockwise rotation
south of the axis. Following the technique of
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Schwartz and Van der Voo (1983), Figure 3B illustrates the rotation of paleomagnetic declinations as a function of the strike
of fold axes around the Bolivian orocline. If
all deviations of paleomagnetic declination
and bending of strike of the fold and thrust
belt were due to oroclinal bending, the data
on such a plot would fall along a line of unit
slope. Linear regression of the data from
10-30 Ma age units yields a correlation coefficient of 0.91, indicating a good fit to an
oroclinal bending model. The slope of 0.78
2 0.15 is significantly less than 1.0, perhaps
indicating that an initial curvature existed
prior to the oroclinal bending, which has occurred since 10 Ma.
Although the number of areas studied
and their geographic distribution are not
large, it is evident from Figures 3 and 4 that
Late Cretaceous and Paleogene units in Bolivia and northern Chile have undergone
larger rotations than younger units. These
rotations, which affected the 30-70 Ma
units, are generally counterclockwise north
of 18"s and clockwise farther to the south.
Our data obtained from Maastrichtian-Paleocene strata in the Bolivian Eastern Cordillera show that the vertical-axis rotations
of the La Paka and Sucusunia sections,
which are currently separated by only -150
km, differ by 68.4". There is a difference of
22.5" in vertical-axis rotation between Sucusuma and Tiupampa, which are separated by
<30 km in two adjacent thrust sheets. It is
not possible for these differences in verticalaxis rotations over such short distances to

result from simple oroclinal bending. Figure 3B shows that paleomagnetic declinations from 30-70 Ma units are not nearly so
well described by oroclinal bending as are
declinations from 10-30 Ma age units. Linear regression of the data from 30-70 Ma
age units yields a correlation coefficient of
0.73 and a slope of 1.44 +- 0.50. The larger
rotations that have affected,30-70 Ma units
may represent (1) local rotations during late
Oligocene to present orogeny, (2) local rotations during Eocene orogeny, and/or (3)
oroclinal bending during Eocene orogeny.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In Bolivia, oroclinal tectonics considerably shortened and displaced structural domains that are bounded by major fault zones
and include pre-Andean structural heterogeneities (later reactivated) and numerous
distinct Andean thrust sheets (Sempere et
al., 1990,1991). Because of their specific locations (Figs. 1and 4), we suggest that some
of the observed vertical-axis rotations were
produced by block rotations of such crustal
domains or thrust sheets, with dimensions of
tens of kilometres, in relation to motions on
nearby faults. At La Paka, the drag-fold
shape in map view of the Miraflores syncline
and the observed -40" clockwise rotation
appear to be due to right-lateral strike-slip
faulting (probably during late Oligocene-Neogene) along the Nienayani-Turuchipa paleostructural corridor (Sempere et
al., 1991). Hartley et al. (1992) observed a
similar -43" clockwise rotation in Paleo-

1-40

Figure 3. A. Vertical-axis rotation vs. latitude
of sampling area. Negative rotations indicate
counterclockwise rotation; positive rotations
indicate clockwise rotation; error bars a r e
95% confidence limits. Solid circles are from
units in 10-30 Ma a g e range; open circles are
from units in 30-70 Ma a g e range. Curves are
vertical-axis rotation models of lsacks (1988)
and symmetric oroclinal bending p o d e l favored by present analysis. B. Declination deviation vs. strike deviation. Declination deviation is o b s e r v e d declination (D) minus
expected declination (Dx). Strike deviation is
average strike of fold axes within -20 km of
sampling location (S) minus assumed initial
strike (S) of N22"W. Bold line is linear regression of data from units with ages 10-30 Ma
and fine line is linear regression of data from
units with a g e s 30-70 Ma. 1 = Ocros dikes;
9 = Quebrada Honda; 3 = Salla; 4 = Paciencia
Group; 5 = Calipuy Group; 6 = Tiupampa; 7 =
Laguna Umayo; 8 = Sucusuma; 9 = La P a k a ;
10 = Purilactis Group. References to paleomagnetic studies given in Table I.
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ire 4. Vertical-axis rotations indicated by 10-30 Ma units (A) and 30-70 M a units (6) of
tra1 Andes. Stippled region is Altiplano and Puna plateau area with elevation >3000 m. Solid
CI
circles show locations of paleomagnetic studies in Table 1; data points labeled as in Figure 3;
black line pointing southward from each circle is mean paleomagnetic declination (computed
in reversed-polarity format); expected direction is directly south; deviations of observed mean
declinations from directly south indicate vertical-axis rotation of sampled area; patterned pie
slices indicate 95% confidence limits on vertical-axis rotations. After Roperch and Carlier
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tis syncline, just southeast of the Khenay- assistance with paleomagnetic laboratory analyses.
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